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INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM OF ASTRONOMY
IMOA. Stretched across half a kilometre, rippling across the barren landscape
of the Atacama Desert, unravelling the history of astronomy with it.
Viewed from the stars, IMOA declares a distinctive mark in the sand, bolder
than the scars of nearby roads and local airstrip. The long linear plan of the
museum makes a direct trajectory along a new dirt track towards San
Pedro de Atacama, turning the town into a gateway to our history and
understanding of the cosmos.
The slender concrete slab pushes upwards on four occasions, creating a
landscape experience directly tied to the program of the building. With each
rise, a different segment of astronomical history is explored – starting from
our ancestors, right up to advanced research facilities of the present day.
Underneath the archways, open spaces house exhibitions chronologically
documenting our understanding of the stars. Up above, the roofscape
creates a journey through the history of technology; visitors wander through
a forest of telescopes, travelling past ever more sophisticated optics in order
to gaze at the stars.
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The first ripple of the slab explores the roots of our relationship with the universe. Primitive
tools are laid bare in an open exhibition underneath. An open field of seats and simple
handheld telescope lay on the roof, awaiting visitors to come and relax under the sky, and
gaze through astronomical artefacts.
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Progressing inwards, the museum moves into the rapid advances of recent centuries
– housing more sophisticated telescopic devices for visitors to interact with across the
roofscape. Exhibitions and social spaces underneath inform the visitors of the technology,
as well as teaching amateur astronomers how they can discover and contribute their own
observations and findings
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The slab stretches into the sophisticated science of the present day, providing the visitor
with the opportunity to gaze through exponentially more powerful telescopes. This section
of the museum fluidly connects with a living lab – research facilities and a state-of-the
art observatory, infused with public space – offering visitors a glimpse into both the latest
advances in technology, and the furthest reaches of the cosmos.

